
NO. 1 YOUR FAMILY 
COMPANION

New 
sophisticated 

design for safe 
and smooth 
family trips



TOGETHER WE ARE HAPPY.

Ever since TUTIS was started, we've been 
paying attention to details, keeping children in 
mind, moving only forward together with you, 
and developing the products what parents will 
need tomorrow.

 
TUTIS has been known for its quality and 
reliability for over more than 15 years. TUTIS 
has never stopped pushing limits to find new 
solutions that allow parents experiencing life 
together with a baby by their side. We offer 
time-tested classical strollers, as well as 
strollers distinguished by their exclusive 
technological innovations and design 
solutions. 

TUTIS strollers are made to adapt to the 
needs of any family and to turn daily life into 
an enjoyable journey, because 

ABOUT
TUTIS



As you get ready to discover new 
horizons with a new family member on 
board, you will need the best companion 
by your side. No matter who strolls the 
streets: parents or grandparents, simple 
yet clever design solutions will make 
your journeys effortless. 

Sleek and smooth shape, neutral colour 
palette with luxurious decorative 
detailing and carefully selected high 
quality materials puts an emphasis on 
subtle and timeless design. Together 

3with Tutis Uno +, you will ready to hit the 
streets in harmonious style. 

3Meet Tutis Uno +
No. 1 your family companion for 
safe and smooth family trips

ABOUT
3UNO +



3With new comfort features Tutis Uno + will 
become the stroller of your dreams: safe, 
durable, and delicate for the parents and their 
babies. Extremely manoeuvrable and compact 

3Uno + chassis is comfortable and convenient 
for daily adventures in the city and nature. 

3 nd TMNew Tutis Uno + 2  gen Thermocot  carrycot 
stands out for its safety, lightness, and space. 

3Together Tutis Uno + you will always ride 
knowing that your baby is safe and 
comfortable in front of you, no matter where 
adventures will take you.



TECHNICAL
FEATURES

Carrycot

Mosquito net integrated 
in the carrycot

Wind protection with a 
peek-a-boo window

Leg cover with 
magnetic clasps

Ventilation in the hood

Internal cotton fabrics with 
SILVER-IONS™ technology

Water-resistant and 
UV 50+ protected fabrics

Renewed hood 
regulation buttons



TECHNICAL
FEATURES

Chassis

Manoeuvrable and 
compact chassis with 

shock-absorption system

All-around safe 
chassis folding system

2nd generation Real gel™ 
wheels with additional 

bearings

Height adjustable 
eco-leather handle

Redesigned enclosed 
shopping basket

ONE-CLICK™ brake system

Updated front fork and 
frot wheels lock system

Aluminium chassis



TECHNICAL
FEATURES

Seat unit

Comfortable seat unit 
with lie-flat position

Double hood extension 
with ventilation

5-point safety harness

Seat unit is suitable for 
children up to 22 kg

The seat unit compactly 
folds together with a chassis

Two strolling positions



UPDATED DESIGN
Functionally and 
aesthetically 
enhanced product:
a safer stroller with 
smoother shape 
and modern design.

3COMPARISON UNO+ & UNO + 



The ultra-light and spacious thermal carrycot with higher 
and firmer walls create a safer and more comfortable 
environment for the baby. 

2nd gen ThermoCot™

3,2
kg

3
kg

3COMPARISON UNO+ & UNO + 



C A R R YC OT O F T H E F U T U R E

carrycot regulates microclimate
and prevents moisture build-up

carrycot is made from materials
used in safety helmets

carrycot is comfortable - it is wide and
suitable for different sleeping positions

carrycot is exceptionally light -
it weights only 3 kg with fabrics

T H E R M O R E G U L AT I O NS A F E T Y

E R G O N O M I C S L I G H T W E I G H T

ULTRA LIGHT
carrycot

3 kg



Improved carrycot's leg cover has integrated wind 
protection with invisible magnetic clasps. 

MAGNETIC CLASP

3COMPARISON UNO+ & UNO + 



ZIPPERS WITH BRANDED ZIPPY PULLERS
Improved carrycot's leg cover has zippers with Tutis branded 
zipper pullers for easier grip and premium looks.

3COMPARISON UNO+ & UNO + 



UPDATED HOOD REGULATION
A black lock button is integrated on the right side, and a 
button is removed on the right to make it easier to use with 
one hand. New hood regulation system even more durable.

3COMPARISON UNO+ & UNO + 



The soft eco-leather is more durable and gives the product 
an luxurious feeling.

NEW ECO-LEATHER ON HANDLES

3COMPARISON UNO+ & UNO + 



UPDATED FRONT-WHEEL FORK
Aluminum fork assemblies welded to the front of the chassis 
provide durability and aesthetics.
Aluminum fork assemblies welded to the front of the chassis 
provide durability and aesthetics.

UPDATED FRONT-WHEEL FORK

3COMPARISON UNO+ & UNO + 



FRONT-WHEEL REMOVAL
To remove the front wheel, you need to push the button on 
the side.

To lock front wheel you need to push button on the front.
FRONT WHEEL LOCK



REDESIGNED CHASSIS SHOPPING BAG
The chassis bag design has been adapted to the new chassis 
structure. 

3COMPARISON UNO+ & UNO + 



MORE AESTHETICALLY PRESENTED SAFETY LABELS 

The safety label will now be sewn inside the bag. Red 
buttons replaced with dark grey ones.

AND BUTTONS

3COMPARISON UNO+ & UNO + 



UPDATED CHASSIS STRUCTURE
Redesigned rounded chassis shape provides extra durability 
and contemporary looks.

3COMPARISON UNO+ & UNO + 



The rear wheels have additional bearings, which give 
durability and allow the chassis to move easier, and no 
additional force is needed when pushing the stroller. 

ADDITIONAL BEARINGS

3COMPARISON UNO+ & UNO + 



CERTIFIED SEAT UNIT
According to the new certificate, the seat unit is suitable for 
children up to 22 kg.

15
kg

22
kg

3COMPARISON UNO+ & UNO + 



Every mom who appreciates subtle design and convenience 
will fall in love with the new design mother backpack.

NEW DESIGN BACKPACK

3COMPARISON UNO+ & UNO + 



WATER-RESISTANT AND UV 50+  PROTECTED FABRICS
3Tutis Uno + fabrics are protected with UV 50+, which 

strengthens fabrics from fading.



COLLECTIONS



Essential

COLLECTIONS

3Tutis Uno +  essential 
collection is a 
remarkably 
harmonious 
combination of 
shimmering details, 
water-resistant and 
UV50+ protected 
textile fabrics. 
Collection consists of 
6 classic shades that 
parents adore. 

1072142 
RISSO

1072143 
MENTA

1072144 
PISTACCHIO

1072145 
CANELLA

1072146 
NOUGAT

1072147 
TIRAMISSU

Launch in June



Leather

COLLECTIONS

3Tutis Uno +  eco-
leather collection 
distinguishes for an 
especial softness that 
gives the stroller 
luxurious and quality 
looks. Sense of 
balance was 
emphasized by 
refined shades of 
eco-leather, fabric 
and metal details. It 
seems that we have 
revealed the secret of 
elegance!

1072166 
LICORICE

1072167
CARAMEL

1072168
BLACK SEZAME

1072196
LIGHT MINT

1072197
PEACH

Launch in July. 
Available to pre-order. 



Pastel

COLLECTIONS

3Tutis Uno +  pastel 
collection was 
inspired by a 
selection of sorbet-
hued pieces that are 
right on trend this 
season, and any 
other time of the 
year. Delicate pastel 
collection shades will 
truly compliment 

3softer Tutis Uno +  
design lines for 
harmonious looks.

1072192 
BACIO

1072193 
LIMONE

1072194
MELA

1072195
FRAGOLA

Launch in August. 
Available to pre-order.



Black edition

COLLECTIONS

3Tutis Uno +  Black 
Edition is an 
extraordinary choice 
for future parents 
who likes the bold 
style. Shiny and 
luxurious detailing 
will make to turn 
heads wherever you 
stroll. This collection 
will stand out from 
the other collections 
for its distinct looks 
to inspire never-
ending adventures. 

1072100 
CHARCHOAL

1072198 
SILVER

1072199
COPPER

Launch in 
September. 

Available to pre-order.



WHAT'S IN 
THE BOX 

1.  Carrycot with 
integrated mosquito net
2.  Seat unit
3.  The protective handle 
of the seat unit
4.  Chassis
5.  Shopping bag
6.  Cup holder
7.  Backpack
8.  Cover for carrycot
9.  Cover for seat unit
10.  Mattress
11.  Rain protection

1. 2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.



001 DARK SAPHIRE
4772023002434

002 EBONY
4772023002441

003 ALLOY
4772023002458

004 BRACKEN
4772023002465

005 CHATEAU GREY
4772023002472

006 BLACK
4772023004094

 3-POINT harness system

 ADJUSTABLE 

head pillow

 THE SET INCLUDES: 

a footmuff & a canopy 

 ISOFIX compatible 

FIXATED
ON ISOFIX

BASE

ADDITIONAL
PILLOW

UNIVERSAL

0-13 kg

E20 44R-04 4000

44R-04

CERTIFICATED

Car seat



Warmmuffs
Canella 4772023012068

Warmmuffs
Pistacchio 4772023012051

Sleeping bag
Pistacchio 4772023012112

Warmmuffs
Tiramissu 4772023012044

Sleeping bag
Tiramissu 4772023012105

Accessories

Sleeping bag
Canella 4772023012129

Tutis wool socks
4772023002102

Tutis rain cover 4772023002133

Tutis sport rain cover 4772023002564

Tutis Nap Time blankets:
Cotton 4772023002119

Merino Wool 4772023002126

Tutis adapters
4772023004278

Tutis bottle holder
4772023010194

Tutis bag
4772023002557

Isofix base
4772023004018

Mattress pad
4772023010248



UNO³+

zippers, magnets

cotton

closed

press studs

TM
REAL-GEL

Adjustable sun canopy

Wind protection in leg cover

Peek a boo window

Leg cover fixing with press studs / magnets / zipper / hooks

Water-resistant materials

UV 50+ protection materials

Internal cotton fabrics with SILVER-IONS™ technology

Carrycot mattress

Mosquito net integrated in the carrycot

Inner carrycot pocket

Pocket on the carrycot leg cover

Height adjustable eco-leather handle

Aluminum chassis

Shopping basket

Wheels

Smart amortisation system

Adjustable rear amortisation system

Adjustable side amortisation system

Front shock absorption

Fastenable front wheels

Additional bearings on the rear wheels

ONE-CLICK™ brake system

Closed chassis folding system
Carrying strap for chassis

Adjustable back of the seat

Fully horizontal position of seat unit

Ventilation window in seat unit

Double hood in seat unit

The seat leg cover is fastened with press studs / hook
5-point harness

Seat belts height adjustment

Strolling module setting for with or against the direction of travel

Adjustable position of the seat footrest

Eco-leather safety handle in the seat unit

Protection belt attached to the hub of the seat

Foldable seat unit with chassis

fullTHERMO-COT™ carrycot (full/half)

Foldable carrycot

Ventilation in the hood
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- carrycot weight, kg

- carrycot inner dimensions (LxW)

- seat unit weight, kg

- seat unit inner dimensions (LxW)

- frame weight, kg

- folded chassis dimensions (LxWxH)

- folded chassis with seat unit dimensions (LxWxH)

- unfolded chassis with carrycot dimensions (LxWxH)

- unfolded chassis with seat unit dimensions (LxWxH)

- chassis with carrycot weight, kg

- chassis with seat unit weight, kg

- wheel size (front / back)

- dimensions

- weight, kg

3 kg

84x38 cm

3,5 kg

97x39 cm

8 kg

78x62x33 cm

83x62x41 cm

110x60x120 cm

103x60x115 cm

11 kg

11,5 kg

10 / 12

91x57x55 cm

20,8 kgP
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UNO+

zipper

cotton

closed

press studs

TM
REAL-GEL

half

3,2 kg

84x38 cm

4,8 kg

97x39 cm

7,8 kg

80x60x34 cm

81x60x43 cm

103x60x124 cm

104x60x116 cm

11,5 kg

12,6 kg

10 / 12

91x57x55 cm

21,7 kg

Overview



www.tutis.lt

tutisbaby

www.tututis.lt

tututis


